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The IA ords on this list are used in this booklet. Rev iew the terms and learn the definitions. The meaning
of the words in the text may not be the form of the word with which yob are familiar.

Word/ierms -1

,-

1. Accident-An unexpected or undesired event that interrupts work routines and often results
in injury or loss.

2. Unsafe c2ndition- Work c'ondittons or factors in the work entonment or situation that
have thcqiot'ential to cause an aCcident.

3. Unsafe action-Work processes or factors of human activity in the work situation that, have
the potential to cause an accident.
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1. How To I.Je This Booklet
,N

What Is This Series About?

Basic Safety I is,one of ten booklets written as core instsuctional materials for apprentices to use
during the first or second y ears of apprenticeship related subjects training. Nine of the booklets are about
critical subject areas for apprentices, as determined by a national group of experts on apprenticeship and
training.. The tenth booklet introduces the other booklets and explains how to use the materials in the

._
instructional setting.

The materials are designed to be usedW ith other related subjects instructional materials. They can be
employed in one of two ways. (1) the materials can be used as the total instructional materials package for
some trades, in subjects such as basic science, measurement, and working in organizations; or (2) they can
be used as.supplementary, introductory or practice materials in subjects such as basic mathematics, safety
kld an introduction to apprenticeship.

The booklets are written ill a sflf- instructional, self-paced format. They can be used either in instruc-
tor superused or independent studNrrangements. Each booklet and each chapter is written as a distinct
unit and is addressed to a single major topic. This means that you or your instructor can select individual
booklets or chapters without necessarily using every booklet or every chapter within a booklet.

The booklets emphasize apylication of facts, concepts and skills. Material is presented by means of
V% ritten information, visual illustration and applied example. The discussion for most major topics also
includes_an application section that requires you as a learner to demonstrate what you are learning. In
addition, each chapter contains a section entitled Self-Test Exercises that contains questions, problems
and exercises for you to work through as a final applicationpf the knowledge orskill and to,how thatyou
have mastered the materials. ....

The titles of the booklets in the core materials are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5._.

6.

7.

8,

9.

\, 10.

A Basic Core Curriculum'

Introduction to Apprenticeship

Basic Mathematics

13asic Safety 1

Basic Safety II

Basic Measurement

Sketching Drawing and Blueprint Reading

Basic Physical Science

Working In Organizations

Interpersonal Skills and Communication-

1
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2 Basic Safet); I

What Is This Booklet About?
A

Safety is fundamental to working effectively and efficiently. Worker health and suruival as well as
Lorporate profitalaitity are dependent upon working safely. Many jobs, however,, are hazaidous and
invoke personal r14. Compounding risk is the tendency of everyone to become less cautious as once-new
tasks, een dangerous on,es, become routine. Gradually, unsafe actions and unsafe working conditions
can nole until eentually an accident occurs. When accidents occur, they often cause personal and
torporate losssometimes even permanent loss. However; accidents are preventable and avoidable. If

you knovv and discharge your safety responsibilities, if you obey the rules, if you report accidents and
injuries and if you know and observe the law, you can eliminate accidents.

This booklet is about safety and accident prevention. The specific topics covered in this booklet are:

1. Safety Roles Sand Responsibilities

2. Accident Causes and Prevention

3. Accident Reporting and Record Keeping

4. Safety Laws

When you haw completed this booklet, you should read Basic Safety to learn specific ways of dealing
with typical work hazards.

What Must I Do To Complete My Wot1 In This Book le

Working y our way through this booklet will, require you to read the text, to
perform the exerdsrs and to complete the Pretest and Posttest instruments. Exp

ours working through the materials. The only resources you need to complete
re: (1) a copy of the booklet: (2),a pencil or pen: and (3), about five hours of time.

The materials are written in a self-instructional, programmed Y`ormat. You may work through the
text, examples, and questions ary Tur own pace and leisure. You need notcomplete your work in the book-

let 'at one sitting.
Each chapter in the booklet is devoted to a single skill, competency or unit of knowledge. The general

format of the chapters is similar, with the following parts.

1. A chapter overview containing all the necessary information you need to know in order to,
work through the chapter.

er the questions, to
ct to spend about five -

ur work in this booklet

2. An introduction describing.the knowledge or skill and khe instructional objectives for th&
information.

3. Principles. examples, (114 applications presenting and explaining the content as well as
offering you practice opportunities to apply the information.

4. Additional sources 'of information.

5. A Self-Test Exercise for applying the information under consideration.

This booklet concludes with an Appendix that contains the answers to the Pretest, the Self-Test Exer-
cises from each chapter and the Posttest.

How Much Do I Know About The Subject As1 Begin?

Begin your work in Basic Safety I by completing the self-assessment Pretest that follows. When you
have completed the Pretest as directed in the assessment instructions and have finished reading the other

7



How To Use This Booklet 3

material in this introductory section, Luntinue your work in thi.s booklet, one chapter at a time. Begin with
Chapter 2 unless the results of your self-assessment indicate that you should do otherwise.

In tech chapter, do the following:

I Read:

GI- Background infoimation,

Steps- and procedures for performmg skilled activities and explanations of major points
and idea's. -

Examples illustrating use of information, performance or skills, or application of
material.

2. Consider the questions and exer es in tile text. Work the questions, and check your,
answers.

3. When you believe that you have mastered the material, take the Self-Test at the end of the
chapter.

4. Check yoUr answers with those provided in the Appendix at the end of the boolIet. If yon
achieve at least the minimum acceptable score, move to the next chapter, I your score is
below acceprable levels, work through the chapter again.

Self-Assessment Pretest

Directions. The self-assessment will help you focus on specific strengths and liinitations of your
. safety knowleelge and skills. Select the best answer for each question and record it in the appropriate

space. After you have worked through the entire Pretest, score your teSI folloWing the directions at the
bottom of the test.

1. Define accident. Answer:

2. Explain "All accidents are preventable."
Answer

3. Give an example Of an "unsafe condition" for moving materials.
AnsWer

4. Check 'each of the following items that is a major- fire hazard on the job.
a. Friction
b. Electrical connections
c. Smoking
d. Heated materials
e. Hot surfaces

5. Name four ways lighting can be a problem in the work area:

3.

b.

C.

d..

6. What is the most important reason for reporting an accident or injury?
Answer: =



4 Basic Safe I

List two of the-most important facts, you need to recall about accidents and injuries on the job.
7 4/ (

8

9. What is the purpose of the Occupational Safety and Health Act?
Answer

41.

10. What are the three responsibilities of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration?
a

b

c

11. What two laws provide benefits for work-related disabilities?

b

12. Which of the following is not your.responsibility under the Occupational Safety and Health Act?
a. Read the`OSHA poster at your job ,site
b. Report hazardous conditions to your superVisor
c. Wear protective equipment a

d. Report a work-related injury to the area OSHA office

Swring. Check your answers with those provided in the Appendix. Mark each answer right or wrong. Then,
grouping the answers into the sets of qustions listed below, count the number correct for each Set. Enter
the amount in the appropriate spot on the chapter overview chart that introduces each chapter.

Questions 1-5, number correct is
Questions 6-8, number correct is
Questi6ns 9-12, number correct is



2. Safe Roles. alfkl Responsibilities

Chapter OVerview

Purpose: To introduce each apprentice to his or her role, responsibilities and general
rules for safety at work and to make apprentices aware of basic respon-
sibilities of employers.

Preassessment Regardless of your Pretest score, woilk through this chapter.
Score:

-Prerequisites:. Chapter r of this booklet.

Resources: Timeat least 30 minutes to completion.
Materialspencil.

Performance At the conclusion of your work in this chapter you will identify and
Statement: explain your roles and responsibilities in working safely.

Performance A fifteen-minute paper-and-pencil Posttest to be taken after completing
Measure: the entire booklet.

Standards: To be successful, you must answer at feast 90% of the Posttest items
correctly.

Activities: 1. Read the text, examples and illustrations and commit information to
memory,

2. Work questions, examples and problems.
3. Complete and check the Self7Test Exercises and Posttest.

Introduction and Objectives

Safety is a shared responsibility between employer and employee. It will not happen unless both
Looperate with each other to make job safety a fact. If the employer shirks his or her responsibilities, ap-
prenuces and journeymen may be pushed for production at the risk of serious personal injury. If the
employee shirks his or her responsibilities, the individual worker as well as coworkers are at risk fo'r
serious injury. Further, the specific job and the employer's reputation, insurance rate, and profit margin
are at risk when employees are careless about hazards.

10



6 Basic Safety I

This chapter presents background informatio* on safety roles and responsibilities. When you hay e
wmpleted your work in this chapter, y ou will demonstrate your understanding of the material by being
able to:

1. Identify and explain employer responsibilities and roles cohcerning on-the-job safety;

2. Recall and explain employeeapprentice and journeyman roles and responsibilities con-
. cerning oh-the-job safety: 'an

3. Recall a brief set of general afety rules to followalways.

Principles, Examples and Applications

Employer Responsibilities

Employers want you to wprk &afely on the job. They do not want you to have an accident or incur an
injury. Injuries are harmful to you personally. In addition, they are harmful to employers because when
injuries occur they result in decreased produLtion. employee lost time, increased insurance and proditc-
tion costs, and increased bookkeeping. In the interest of prev enting accidents, employers assu,me a variety
uf responsibilities relative to safety. Employers must exert leadership and effort to ensure that all workers
attend to safety issues. Among the safety-related activities you should expect of employers are:

1. Policy and EmphasisEmployers must emphasize the need for safety. Empliasis takes the
form of corporate policy for certain production schedules, expected procedures for
performing specifk tasks, safe* campaigns and awards, insurance, and other Pwcedures
that indicate to employees exactly how critical safety is to the welfare of each individual and
the company as a whole. Most companies will create a safety program to emphasize its im-
portance. Often a coryorate safety officer will direct the program.

' TrainingBefore employees can work sifely, they must be shown the safe and proper way to
perform a,task. Training must be provided as or before a new employee begins work, as a
current employee changes jobs within the company, or as someone begins work on a newly
created job. The idea is to increase awareness of safety, to form job work habits, and to point
out clearly the correct and incorrect ways of performing. Among the specific topics that
should be addressed during safety training are:

Safety rules for company, plant and department.
Safety rules for tasks including procedures, precautions, safeguards, rules for protection
on each job.
Safety rules regarding specific job hazards and how to avoid them.
First-aid and emergency procedures (practices and equipment).
OSHA responsibilities and rights for employers and employees.
Reporting piles for accidents, injurie's and hazards.
Employee participation in safety program. .

3. AwarenessEmployers must emphasize safety to employees continually. Posters and
slogaps that increase safety awareness often are posted. Graphs and charts illustrating the
numbers of accident and injury free days raise safety awareness. Posters imploring em-
ployees to work smart and work safely raise awareness. Memos regarding recent acci-
dents as well as yearly summaries have the same effect. Ideally, employers should use a
variety of techniques to stimulate awareness.
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4. Hazard Inspection-Employers Must regularly conduct job safety-analyses of all shops and
all jobs.The4lazard analysis forces' consideration of worker practices, job procedures, equip-
ment/tool use and wodc area layout. Unsafe practices can and must be changed, once they
are identified.

.
.

/ 5. Sharing ofAuthority-frnployers can encourage safety by requiring that employees share
pait of the cldininistratwe and tiecision-making bur'den Tegarding accident prevention. For
example, through the formation of plant and shop safety committees, employees assume
some of the responsibilitylor their own welfare. If you have no opportunity to participate in
such a programAake adya ta e of the opportunity to work for the improved 'safety of your-
self arid fellow workers. 1'

6. Work Planning-Employers (and employees) must think through jobs apd tasks and plan
the safest way to complete the tvork. By thinking ahead, many potential problems can be
identified and eliminated. Proper time, equipment and materials can be provided and
proper safeguards can be taken.

'7. Supervision-Mid-level managers, foremen and supervisors are responsible fpr implement-
ing company policy concerning safety. This means that thevversee daily work activity,
enact corpoitia decisions about safety policies and relay infofirnation concerning safety"up-
ward and downward- within the organization. These personnel share the day-to-day re-
sponsibility for safety with you,

-,

1

Employee*Responsibilities ,

Just as the employer has incentnes and responsibilities concerning job safety, so too, do you as an
employee. Your incentnes or reasons for avoiding accident and injury are identical to those ofIthe
employer, exk,ept that they are more personally directed. For example, lost productivity is a problem for
both you and the employer. For the employer, it means lost profit and increased overhead costs; for you, it
means lost time for work, a lower wage, and possible pelmanent injury and difficulty. Among your more
important safety responsibilities as an emplpyee are the following: .,

1. Learn and Obey Rules-Usually the job you hold has been worked for several years some-
where in industry and perhaps even in the compan4 in which you work. Supervisors and
journeymen have learned iinportan("do's and don'ts- about how best to do the job. Listen,
observe and follow. their instructions.' Always obey rules and regulations for shop practices.
Pay attention to safety considerations as your more important task. Be especially careful to
attend to safety mstruction in related instruction classes as well as on-the-job settings.
Safety does not just, Wappen. You must work at it to be successful.

2, Consult Procedures and Experience-If you do not know huw to do something safely, stop
your activity and consultthe procedures manual, rules or your more experienced foreman or..-
inspictor. Ignorance is overcome by learning. However, it

, s stupidity not ignorance if you
, try to do something without knoiving how, or even what tool to use.

3. Watch for Hazards-Be cautious and keep your mind on your work. You must recognize
safety bazards and -report them to the appropriate officials. Many companies depend on
employee diligence and assistance to identify and change practices and procedures,that can
be done more effectively-safely and productively. Think about what you are doing and as
you have ideas, make them known.

4. Report Accidents and Injuries-You must participate in accident and injury reporting and
investigation. Remember, sometimes insurance benefits to the injured party,- depend on

;



8 Basic Safety 1.

your participation: Equally important, acCurate accitlent reports are the best means of point-
ifig up practices and procedures that need tp be altered for aklitional safety.

5. Become InvolvedDo your part for safety. Encourage other workers to act and work safely.
Pointout safety problems and hazardous practices to fellow workers. Try to set a good ex-
ample for younger, less experienced workers. Further, if you have an oRportunity to partici-
pate on shop, department or company safety coMmittees, use that opportunity to improve
the working conditions for yourself and your fellow employees.

6. Perform as TrainedThe most important responsibility you have regarding safety is to per-
form your work tasks as trained. Use the correct took to perform your tasks. Allow enough
time to finish safely. Avoid distractions. Do not operate machinery or drive while taking
medication or if intoxicated. Always follow operating procedures for using equipment and
perform tasks in accord with training specifications. Also, be sure you clean up your work
area. Clutter and scraps are unsafe conditions.

General Safety Rules

There are several general safety rules that apply to virtually every work situation and setting. Learn
and follow these rules. Most are common sense and fall under the category of being aware. Remember,
your productive life is at stake.

,

1. Use the right tool for the joh and use it correctly.

2. Practice good housekeePing and be neat. Clear your work area of trash and debris. Keep,
work surfaces clear of foreign substances.

I /
3. Be cautious, avoid distractions and keep your mind odwhat you are doing. Always pay at-

tention to your activities and responsibilities. Do not assume that-the tools, machines and
equipment that you must use are in perfect working order.

4. , Handle all materials carefully and appropriately, regardless of how you will use them.

5. Watch out for fellow workers. Encourage their own safety. Be ever careful of unsafe actions
and unsafe,conditions. When you spot a problem, act to coreect it.

6? Know and use specific safety ru les andapproved Work procedures. Follow the rules, they have
been tested over time. Further, if you do noi knoW something, ask for directions. Do not
proceed by trial and blunder.

Additional Information

For additional information about safety rules and responsibilities, read the.safety information from
your employer, industry and/or union. Each source will have information that will help you to work more
safely and effectively.

. Self-Test Exercises

,Answer the following questions and check your answers with those in the Appendix. If you answer
three of the items'correctly, contintie theivork in the next chapter. If yoti answer less than three items cor-
rectly, repeat your work in the chapter.

1. 3



Safety: Roles and Re;ponsibilities 9

h What js Jour most critical safety responsibility as ari employee?
Answer:

2. List three employer responsibilities regarding worker safety in the, workplace.
. a.

. b

c.

3. List four general safety rules that apply to virtually every job.
a. ,

b.

C.
,

d.

4. Reread the Section of this chapter that outlines your safety responsibilities' a's n employee. Commit
'this information to memory.

Nt.
.

..

a

,

4



3. C-auses and Prevention of Accidents
73,

Chapter Overview

Purpose: To insure that each apprentice knows common causes of accidents and
injury and can suggest ways to prevent them from occuring.

Preassessment Write in the following space the number of correct answers from Pretest
Score: questions 1-5: - If you answered all five correctly, skip to

Chapter 4. If you answered one or more questions incorrectly, continue
working through this chapter.

Prerequisites: Chapters 1 and 2 of this bOoklet.

Resources: Timeat least 90 minutes to completion.
Materialspencil.

Performance At the conclusion of your work in this chapter you will recognize and iden
Statement: tify common causes of accidents and suggest ways to prevent the

problem.

Performance
Measure:

Standards:

Activities:

A fifteen-minute paper-and-pencil Posttest to be taken after completing
theentire booklet.

To be successful, you must answer at least 90% lof ,the Posttest items
correctly.

1. Read the text, examples and illustrations and \nmit information to
memory.

2. Wotk questions, examples and problems.
3. Complete and check th,Self-Test Exercises and Posttest.

Principles, Examples and Applieations

Accidents by Definition Are . . .

An accident is an unexpected and undesired event that'often involves person injuries and property
losses. Accidents inserrupt work routines and hold the potential for injury and loss even though injury and
loss may not occur. Accidents are caused; they do not occur withouf reason. More importantly, the reasons
for accidents.can be identified and similar conditions and activities can be alteredin order to eliminate thee
potential of future and recurring injuq and loss through accidents. The causes of accidents are either

5



Accident Causes and Prevention 11

unsafe conditions or t.in'safd actions. Unsafe conditions, include things such as oil spots, poor ligl*
Imation, improper location, of equipment,- hazardous layout of work area to traffic, inapprOpriate
materials ,storage, vibrations and so forth_ Unsafe attions or aaivities include things such as ignoring
potentiaF causes of accidents, -failing to report hazards, using tools incorrectly and so forth. ,

Actually accidents are caused by combinations of unsafe actions and unsafe conditions. These are

nut separate phenomena, but rather two sides of the same coin. Both unsafe conditions 'and unsafe acts
have the same basic causethey are both created at some point by improper action or lack of action by
workers. Thepefore, if accidents are to be reduced,- the human causes of accidents must be reduced.

Examples of all-too-typical unsafe acts and conditions are illustrated in Figure 1. Note that each
problem has a human cause somewhere in its history and xhat each is correctable with effort.

Figure 1. Sample Unsafe Conditions and Actions

-Unsafe Conditions

Lachk of Proper protective clothing and gear

Unrealistic/inappropriate production
schedules

Unguarded tobis and equipment

Defective/antiquated tools and equipment

Poorly layed-out work areas and storage space

Clutter from poor housekeeping

Lack of safety training, emphasisfand policy

Improper lighting, ventilation and noise
control

Failure to provide supervision

Failure to heighten safety awareness

Unnecessary exposure to hazardous
substances

Poor design

Temperature and humidity extremes

Unsafe Actions

Removing safety devices

Using the wtong tools or using defective tools

Using tools/equipment.without authority or
training .

Followingsimproper work procedures

Failure to spot, report and remoye,hazards,

Failure to provide, attend to or adhere to
supgrvision P .

Distractions/inattention while vv.Orking

Rushing to complete job ... or using
equipment at improper speed

. Failure to take safety seriously

Fatigue

Attempts to repair equipment while it is in use

Failure to observe rules for lifting, fire safety,
materials handling and so forth

' Wearing improper clothing

The causes of accidents often are called hazards. Hazards are classified either as safety hazards or
health hazards: Safety hazards cause accidents that usually involve injury through electrical, thermal or,
mechanical conditions. Examples of safety hazards include faulty electrical wiring, unguarded tools and

equipment, and cluttered or poorly designed work areas. Equipment that is poorly designed, imptcoperly
maintained, or inappropriately installed is a prime source of safety hazards.

Health hazards cause illness. Examples of health hazards include coal dust, vapors from solvents,

and high noise levels. Oftenparticularly in the case of vaporsa hazard ihat is a health hazard also is a
safety hazard. For example, if you were to inhale benzene vapor, over a long period of time, you would

become ill. If you were to do this in a, closed area without adequate-ventilation and particularly around a

pilot light, thq vaporcoul d,exp lode causingserious burns. Thus, benzene vapor is both a health hazard and

a safety hazard.

I 6,



12 Basic Safety

Hazards and Accident Prevention

sc-ciclents and injury can be avoided or prevented if safety is a primary concern, focus and considera-
Non in yobr work Throligh accident ins esugation, job safety analysis, shop design/layout, use of published
information, training and common_ sense you can work safely and avident free. Some of the
responsibility- for accident ins estigation, shop layout, job safety analysis' and trainingrests with the
employer Employ ers also present accidents b! acting to correct unsafe conditions and actions, especially
conditions dealing Vk th physical surroundings like lighting and sentilation. Responsibility for presenting
accidents also rests NA ith ou as an employee. By pay ing attention and by using your stenses of seeing,'
feeling, smelling and hearing,.together with your good judgment about what to do when you defect a
problem. you can as oid and present accidents. The 'responsibility to be alert, to pay attention, and-to Sct
SS, hen you judge something is amiss resides %%, 1th ), 011. So does the need to learn appropriate procedures
and to work safely.

Employ ers and kk or kers together can help to prevent accidents 'thiNugh developing the safest
possible Vk or k procedures. by making the routines know n through training and by practicing in everyday
%ork actnitieshat has been learned in training. The federal gosernment, in an effort.to promote ever-
increasing job safety, has des eloped information about the most serious, frequently abused, sure-to-cause
a problem safety hazards. The hazards, together with a general idea of what to look for in identifying each
hazard and how to correct it are presented in the following pages. Note that this information is intended
to incyease.y our general ass areness and understanding. Consult the code for your particular.ttade to learn
more specific information about specific hazards and corrective actions with which you must be
concerned.

Hazard 1:

Efazard 2:

Condition-Poor housekeeping and .the failure to keep working areas
clean and orderly.

Indictors of problem:.

a. Oil. water or other Substances on floor.
b. Tools, materials, suPplies equipment or trash "left out" or not placed

in storage area.
c. Accumulation of oil rags, paints and other flammable materials.
d. Personal belongings in the work area.

Specific corrective actions to follow:

a. Keep floors of work area clean, dry and free of clutter and trash.
b. Remove loose boards, protruding objects and holes from flooring.
c. Store materials in storage areas: organize storage areas.
d. Clean and straighten work 'area at completion of each shift.
e. Provide false floors and 'dry standing areas when "wet processes" are

used in work.
T. Provide lockers for personal belongings..

ConditionBlocked, inappropriate, unmarked or inadequate exits.
Indicators of problem:

a. Unmarked exits and unmarked and confusing doorways and halls.'
b. Materials stacked tir strewn about in exit path.
c. Exits with locks that are difficult to open from inside.
d. Small or poorly Placed exit doors.

1 "i
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r-
Spetific corrective actions to _follow:

ai Post large (67 high letters) signs over and around exits; if exit way is
.fd

, not apparent, place sign with arrow.
b. Mark. hallways and doors that would be confusens exits with sign

"Not an Exit"
c. Illuminate exit sign, either with light on surface or internal to sign.
d. Remove all obstacles from pathway t9 and through exit; check periodi-

cally.
e..

e. Install no 'locking -or fastening device that would hinder leaving
..

. building.
f. Installiufficient Mimbers and size of exits for building and numbers

of workers.

Hazard 3: ConditionMissing 'or inappropriate protective equipment.

Indicators of problem:

a. Lack of hard hats, gloves and boots on workers where construction and
materials moving are going on. \

b. Lack of respirators, masks, goggles and/or èar plugs where.there is

. danger of flying' objects, inhalents or excessive'noise.
c...Loose fitting clothing or clothing of inappropriate\fabric on workers.

- .

- Specific corrective'actions to follow: .
\

a. ProVide and use approiipate protective c irevices to preventbodily njury.

, , b. Fçourage other workers to use appropriate equipment; 'demand and

. o ey company policy.

..

\

Hai:aid : ConditionMissing guards on work areas.of machines and tools.. \
. \

Indicator of problem:

a Lack of guards on moving parts of machines for motions'of:

... Rotation (drills or rods with set screws); butting or shearing mech-
anisms (lathes, milling machines and abrasive wheels); inrunning nip

points (saws and planers); screw and worm mechanism (conveyors);

and forming or bending mechanisms (presses and forging machines).

Specific corrective actions tolillow:

I Replace and/or maintain guards on all uicils and machines.
b. Routinely inspect tools to be certain that guards ai e in .place and

operable. .

c. Check and adjust position of work rests and lathes; milling machines,
abrasive wheels and so forth.

Hazard 5:' Condition--Inappropriate or missing guards on power tranimission
apparatus.
Indicators of problem:

,.

a Frayed or slick belts, ropes or chains.
b. Lack of guards around belts and gears from power source through

drive train.
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Hazard 6:

Specific corrective actions to follow:

a. Check periodically to be sure belts, ropes and chains are strong and are
adjusted 'to proper tautness.

b. Insure th`at all gears remain completely enclosed or guarded on all
sides, especially the surface area;.

c. Construct guards of metal, pipe and wire mesh to enclose all belt, rope
and chain guards up to a height of seven feet.

ConditionImproper storage or handling of flammable or combustible
material.

Indicators of hroblem:

a. Uncovere-d or partially covered containers holding combustible
material.

b. Containers built of inappropriate ,Inaterials.
c. Containers holding too great a capacity of combustible materials.
d. Unlabeled containers or containers stored haphazardly.

Specific corrective actions to follow:-
a. Use container tanks for storage of such materials of 60 gallon size or

smaller.

b. Keep combustible and flanimable materials in covered containers.
c. Use only cbtitainrs built.of the appropriate materials and able to with-

stand required weight and pressure:
d. Label containers and store them systematically:- do not smoke in area!

.

Hazard 7: CQ4Qiuproper stor4e or handling.of ,compregised gases.
Inditatopvf-probtem:

a. HaphazaTd storage of containers of compressed gag without labels;
close to heat source; in or cloSe to passageway or elevator; without
warning signs: in wet or unventilated areas; and so forth.

Specific corrective actions to follow:

a. Store gas cylinders in well piotected, dry, ventilated location at least
20 feet from combustible materials.

b. Post signs saying' danger and no smoking.
c. Systemically label and store containers. Place out-of-way of elevators,

passageways, heat sources and places where cylinder could be hit by
passing or falling object. .

Hazard 8: ConditionImproper maintenance and use of climbing and hoisthig
equipment.

Iirdicators of problem:

a. Use of broken ladders or ladders of improper height.
b. Use of ladders With rungs too widely spaced.
c. Using ladders or hoists in areas of improper clearance.

1
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Specific corrective actions to follow:

a. Make sure all ladders are in good repair, wi h tight hardware and
braces.

* b. Clieck to be certain that ladders have all rungs and rails and that rungs'
distance is uniform, and does not exceed 12 inches.

c: -Allow at least 7 inches clearance behind the ladder and from 30 to 36
inches clearance on the sides.

d. Avoid working under ladders and hoists. .

e. Clear all protruding objects from climbing or hoisting path.
f. Make sure pullies and-chains are in proper working-order on hoists.

Hazard 9: ConditionImproper physical surroundings in work area.
indicators of problem:

,

a. Work area is too dark or has shadows.
.

b. Very bright lights that cause employees to squint.
c. Work area with glares and shiny surfaces. '

d. Reports of eye strain, squinting and headaches.
e. Extrefnes or inappropriate heat, cold or humidity in work area.

\...
Specific corrective actions to follow: ,

-..,,

a. Adjust lights so that specific work area is well illuminated.
b. Remove glaring surfaces, relocate lights or add screens so that light

, does not bbunce off surf aCe.
c. Adjust contrast of background to internal light isource of lighted dialS

Hazard 10:

so-they can be read.
d. Remove or replace flickering lights.
e. InstalVuse temperature controls.

ConditionNoise levels exceeding safe limits.....

Indicators of problem:

a. Noise levels in excess of 90 decibels oyer an 8liour shift.
b. Difficulty hearing directions or talking in work area.
c. Difficulty in thinking or concentrating in work Iarea.

,Specific correctilm actions to follow:
,

a. Provide and use personal protective equipment ko shield noise.
b. Add and use silencers to machines.

,

c. Separate, space out ild/or shield loud machines from one another.
d..Install sound proofing materials. I

,

,

,

Hazard 11: - .ConditionFailure to use appropriate care with electricity.

Indicators of problem:

a. Missing ground plugs and/or frayed or improperly spliced wires.
,b. Overloaded circuits and shorts.

, c. Conducter wires or cords inkraffic areas.
d. Unguarded electrical equipment or equipment in heavily trafficked

area.
e. Tools unmarked as to insulation or grounding.

. 2 0
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Hazard 12:

Hazard 13:

Specific corrective dctions to folloW:

a Inspect and replace worn or damaged materials with safety-approved
materials.

b. Routinely inspect (and correct) all electrical installations for conform-
ity with code.

c. Make certain all tools are properly grounded, that wires are insulated
and circuits not overloaded.

d. Construct and use guards on electrical equipment and limit access to
area..

e. Work for fixed.rather than flexible wiring.
f. Report any exposed live" parts of machines, tools or circuits',

,ConditionFailure to observe necessary fire safety rules.

Indicators of problem:

a Electrical problems as naLfd in Hazard #11.
b. Hot surfaces and overheated materials.
c. Unnecesary or unguarded friction.
d. Smoking.

Specific corrective actions-to' follow:

a Check; cOrreci Or -replace faulty electrical wiring, tools and so forth.
b. F stablish and use smoking areas; post ''-no smoking" signs in high risk

areas.
c. Use temperature gauges and alarms in working with heated substances

and shield se and materials frogi hot surfaces.
d. Periodically ch ck lubricatiOn of bearings and shafts as well as belt

tension on belt drives.
e: Know your fire protection plan and rules.
f. Use common sense, good judgment and awareness of problem to pre-

vent fires.

ConditionInappropriate handling and moving of materials.
sIndicators of-problem:

a. Lifting with back rather than legs.
b. Leaving power-operated industrial trucks on and unattended.
c. Work, traffic and storage areas that are cluttered.
d. Indiscriminate use of. hand truCks.
e. Unguarded conveyors.

Specific corrective actions to follow:

a Clear path and storage areas before moving load.
b. Lift with legs and shoulders; keep chin tucked, back straight and feet

under load.
c. Work behind (uphill) hand trucks on inclined surfaces.
d. Shut, down power-operated industrial truck if operator js 25 feet Or
. more from vehicle or out of sight of vehicle.

21.
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Each of these conditions i a potential cauk,e uf an accident. Learn the warning signals and act to eliminate
the hazara! Be especially mindful uf hazards associated with electricity, fire and materials handling. These
problems are frequent causes of accidents un the Job. Each can cause permanent and cost/y damage to

YOU and YOUR COMPANY

Additioilal Information

For additional information about accidents and hbw to prevent them, read mated* prepared and
provided by your specific trade or industry. Other usefuhnformation is availablfrom the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration. Also you may wi,sh to reacl:

Manual of Accident Prevention in Construction. Washington, DC: The Associated General,
Contractors of America, Inc., 1949.

J. V. Grimaldi and R. H. Sirhonds. Safety Manclgement. Homewood, IL: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,

1975

;z.

Self-Test Exercises

Answer the following questions and check your answers with those in the Appendix. *you answer five
of the items correctly, continue work in the next chapter. If you answer less than five of the items correctly,

repeat your work in this chapter.

1. Deiine "accident."
Answer:

2. Why are accidents avoidable or preventable?
3. List two responsibilities you have as a worker related to preventing accidents:

a
b.

Suggest at least three corrective actions to practice good housekeeping in the work area.

a.

b.

c.

5. Name three types of modem parts and machines that require guards..

a.

b.
c.

4) 2
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4. Accident Report/Recoi:d Keeping .

,

4
". Performance At the conclusion of your work in this chapter you will identify and

Statement: explain the importance and fundamentals of accident reporting,

,
Chapter Overview ,

Purpose: To insure that every apprentice understands the importance of repotling
accidents and the type of information required on reports.

Preassessment Write in the following space the number of corrett answers from Pretest
Score: - questions 6-8. . If you answered all, three correctly, "skip to

, Chapter 5. If you answered one or more questions incorrectly, continue
working through this chapter.

Prerequisites: . Chapters 1, 2 and 3 of this booklet.
Resources: ,Ilimeat least 30 minutes to completion.

Materialspencil.

Performance A fifteen-minute paper-and-pencil Posttest to be taken after completing
Measure: the entire booklet. .

,

Standards: To be successful, you must answer at least.90% of the Posttest items cor-
rectly.

Activities: 1. Read the text, examples and illustrations and commit information to
memory.

.

2. Work questions, examples and problems.
3. Complete and check the Self-Test ExerciSes and Posttest:

$

Introduction and Objectives
$

If and when an accident and/or injury occurs on the job, report it immediately. Even if the injury
seerris small and insignificant take care of the injury and report it. Remember, if not treated properly,
strains and sprains can become chronic and painful; scratches and scrapes can become infected and
serious. If not reported promptly, the injury may be only partially covered by insurance, even if it
becomes serious. Further, by not reporting an accident or injury, you fail to provide information to your
employer abOut risks and hazards on the job that can be corrected.

.?3
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This chapter is about accident reporting and record keeping from the apprentice point of view. Your
supervisor and the company safety officer will perform accident investigations, that is not your responsi-
bility. How ewr, ,you need to be prepared to help them complete their work. When you have finished your

work in this chapter you will demonstrate your understanding of the inforniation by being able to:

1. Identify and explain the importance of reporting accidents and injury: and

2. Identify and explain general information necessary for, accident reporting.

Principles, Examples and Applications

. Reasons for Investigation

ihere are scneral important reasons for reporting and investigating accidents. The most important
reason is to determine the cause of the accident. If you can determine the cause or causes of the accident,
then you can find ways to make improwments and prevent similar accidents from occurring in the future.

A second reason for repbrting and investigating accidents is to assist in answeiing questions of in-

surance, productivity, comPensation and litigation. Reporting of an injury within a certain number of
hours is required to ensure complete health coverage of the injured worker. Workmen's Compensation
for lost time requires prompt reporting of both .the injury and the accident situation. Further, prompt

reporting helps the company make decisions concerning how to deal with potential changes in
productivity causedll accidents.

A third reason for reporting and investigating accidents and injuries is to help call attention in the

shop to the issues of safety and health. By reporting and considering accidents, you help increase
awareness about the importance of safety on the job. It helps to alert workers to potential problems and
issues.

Your Role in Reporting Accidents and Injuries

Your role in reporting accidents and injuries as an apprentice and journeymangs to be prompt, ac-

curate and thorough. Your first responsibility should you be injured or should you come upon an injured
worker is to administer emergency first aid, if needed, to the injured worker. Then call for help or assist-.

ance and notify the appropriate authorities.
Once you haw done these several things, you need to think about what you have observedthe facts

about the accident and the injury. Often the.injured partyyou or otherscan provide the most important
information about what happened. Also, usually there are bystanders who witnessed the accident and can

provide insight about what kappened. Remember each witness may have a.slightly different view. The

most important factors you must think about are:

Who was injured?

What caused the accident and/or injury?

Where did the injury and/or accident take place?

Which machines, tools and equipment were involved?

When in the 'work process did the accident occur?

How ,s'erious is the injury and what part of the body incurred the injury?

Pay particular attention to when the Injury occurred, where It occurred and who was doing what as
the injury occurred. Your ability to describe in detail the injury and the cause of the injury will be of great

value to officials in their efforts tO determine and eliminate the cause of the accident. The idea is not to

find fault but rather to describe accurately, in detail, what happened. Try' to remember what process and
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equipment were itivolved and how operations were being performed. Also, if a safety viol un oc in
causing the accid'ent, report it. Remember. nkimately, the safety uf all workers includingy4urself ds
on careful observations of safety rules and carefukreporting an*tudy of accidents that oc&ir in ofder to
avoid'similar accidents in the future.

Sometimes, particularly if 'another worker has been injured seriously, your report,Ad/or
descriptioyof how an injury occurred may be important in diagnosing and treating the injury. efhis makes
worker behavior before and during' the accident an important fact to remember. 'It is better to err by
providing too much rather than too little information:

Questions you need to ask yourself as you think about the facts you have observed include:

1. What was the injured person doing" when the accident occurred? Was it something done
every dayand was it being done in the .typical aryl expected way?

Was the proper equipment being used? WaS the eAuipment being used correctly? Was. the
equipment in good shape?

NArere there safety instructions and guidelines about the tasks being performed? Were ap-
propriate procedures being followed?

4.. What was the physical condition of the area in which the accident occurred? Were unsafe
conditions noticeable?

5. What actions might prevent the accident and/or injury in the future? Are there general safe-
guards that might help?

As an apprentice or journeyman, you will not have to investigate accidents on the job. Instead, a
super% isor or a corporate safety officer is responsible fur investigating accidents and filing the report. The
specific reporting procedure will be particular to your company. However, you should expect your infor-
mation to be used to file an individual report and claim as well as to b'e used as part of the annual log and
summary of occupational illnesses and accidents.

Additional Information

For addiponal inforfnation about reporting accidents you should read the specific materials of your
employer Also, you may wish to read any of a variety of publications such as Techniques of Accident Inves-
tigation for an Effective Safety and Health Program prepared by OSHA, the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration.

Self-Test Exercises

Answer the followirrig questions and check your answers with those in the Appendix. If you answer
three of the items correctly, continue work in the nex't chapter. If you answer less than three items, repeat
your work in this chapter.

1. List the three most critical reasons for reporting accidents and injuries:
a.

b.
C.

2. Why should minor injuries receive the sameAattention as major injuries?
Answer

3. What is the most important set of facts to surt out and recall clearly. concerning an accident and injury?
Answer'

t) .
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Purpose:

Preassessment
Score:

Prerequisites:

Resources:

Performance
Statement:

Performanie
Measure:

Standards:

Activities:

Chapter Overview

To develop a working knowledge of laws governing occupational safety
and health. You will learn some of the functions and provisions of federal
and state legislation, including the OCcupational Safety and Health Act,
the Social Security Act and Workmen's Compensation laws.

Write in the following space the number of correct answers from Pretest
questions .9-12: If you- answered all four correctly, take. the
Posttest in the Appendix. If Ou answered one or more questions incor-
rectly, continue working through this chapter.

Chapter 1 of this booklet.

Timeat least 60 miffutes to completion.
Materialspencil, paper.

1
A

At the conclusion of your work in this chapter you will recognize the pro-
visions of several of the more important laws tegaraing job safety.

A fifteen-minute paper-and-pencil Posttest, to be taken after completing
the entire booklet
To be successful, you must answer at least 50% of the Posttest items cor-
rectly.

1. Read,the text, examples and illustrations and cornmit information to
memory.

2. Work questions, examples and problems.
3. Complete apd check the Self-Test Exercises and Posttest.

Introduction and Objectives

Until recently, there was little legislation that required employers to provide a safe and health work-
place. This changed in 1970 when Congress passed the Occupational Safety and Health Act. Under, this

law, you have certain rights to a safe work environment and various responsibilities to protectthose rights.
There also arv laws that protect you should a work-related injury or illness occur. State Workmen's

Compensation Acts provide benefits to workers disabled on the job or to families of workers killed on the

job. The Social Security Act provides similar.types Of benefits.
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lit is important that you be aware of the provisions of these laws so that you can exercise your rights
and receive benefits you are entitled to. This chapter looks at the legislation and what it means to you. py
completing your work in this chapter, you will be able to:

1. Explain the purpose and'provisions of the Occupational Safety wad Health act and laws pro-
viding compensation for disabilities.

2, Identify employers', responsibilities under these laws.

3. Identify your eights and responsibilities under these laws.

Principles, Examples and Applicationsf
The Occupational Safety and Health Acti

The purpose of the Occupational Safety and Health Act is ". . . to assure so far as posSible every
workipg man and woman in the Nation safe and healthful working conditions and to preserve our human
resources Think about what that means for a minute: Toprotect every working man and woman from
such hazards as faulty equipment, poor workplace design, contaminated air, cancer-causing materials,
and .any number of other dangerous situations. This is an ambitious and worthwhile goal.

Government Agencies

To fulfill this legislative goal, legislators created some new government agencies. The agency with
primary responsibility for worker safety was created in the Department of Labor and ig called the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). OSHA was given the responsibility to:*

Encourage employers and employees to reduce hazards in the workplace and to implement
new or to iniprove existing safety and health programs;

Establish "separate but dependent responsibilities and rights" for employers and ern-
ployees for the achievement of better safety and health conditions;

Establish reporting and record keeping procedures to monitor job-related injuries and
illnesses;

.a
Develop mandator job safety and health standards and enforce them effectively; and
Encourage the States to assume the fullest responsibility for establishing and administering
their own Occupational safety and health programs, which must be "at least as effective as"
the Federal Program.

OSHA carries otit its resPonsibilities by developing and publishing standards for safe and health
working conditions. OSHA also has deVeloped standard record formsto record and rePort occupational
injuries and illnesse's:

OSHA No. 100TLog of Occupational. Injuries and Illnesses

OSHA No. 101Supplemental Records

OSHA No. 102Annual Summary

Employers are required to maintain these or comparable report forms.
A third major function of OSHA is to inspect worksites to see that employers are following standards,

maintaining records and fulfilling their other responsibilities for worker safety and health. OSHA

'From National Safm Council Accident Precention Manual for Indhstnal Operations. Secenth Editioit Chicago, IL NiAtional
Safety Counea 1974
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inspects firms on a random basis, but also carries out high-priority inspections of situations where it

believes that workers are in immediate danger, where catastrophes have occuried, where employees have

complained about a situation or in specific high-risk'occupations or industries. If an employer is in

violation of safety; rules, citations can be imposed. Penalties can range from a warning to fine§ as large as

S10,000 per violation and imprisonment
OSHA also provides.on-site consultation to assist employers in identifying and correcting hazardous

conditions. There are provisions for small businesses to obtain loans to comply with safety and health

standards. Finally, OSHA encourages states to take over their resPonsibilities for standards-setting, ad:

ministration and enforcement of safety programs. OSHA will provide 50 percent of the costs for a state to

perform these functions.
Other federal govermlnt agencies also have a role in OSHA's functions. The law created the Nation-

al Institute for Occupatiaril Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare (now the Department of Health and Human Services). NIOSH is the research and education arm .

of OSHA. N1OSH has three major functions.*

a. Develop and establish recommended occupational safety and health standards.

b. Conduct research experiments and demonstrations related to occupational safety and
health.

c. Conduct educational programs to provide an adequate supply of qualified Personnel to

carry out the purposes of the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

NIOSH also helps employers directly by providing on-site hazard evaluation, proviaing technical infor-

mation and providing technical assistance in accidentprevention, industrial hygiene and occupational

medicine.
A third body formed by the Occupational Safety and Health Act is the Occupational Safety and

Health Review Commission. This commission reviews cases where employers contest actions made by

OSHA, For example, if a company disagrees with a penalty imposed by OSHA, they can contiktthis before

the Review Commission.
The ,final agency involved in administering the law is the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). BLS

collects data from employers on injuries and illnesses.

Who Is Covered?
Most workers are covered by the Occupational Sa ety 104 Health Act. The law applies to all em-

ployers wh one or more employees in a busi s 'that' affects commerce. ,However, the law

specifical exclud some employers. If you work for any of the following, you are not covered by the

Occupational Safe and Health Act:

I. Federal, ate or local governments.

2. Religious organizations, if your job duties are religious in nature.

3. Self-employed.

4. Family-owned and 'operated farms.

5. Organizations or ocuipations covered by other federal safety and health laws or standards.

Employer Rights and Responsibilities

Under the law, employers have certain responsibilities to provide you a itfe and healthy workplace.

They meet their responsibilities by complying with general and specific Standar , rules and regulations.

Specific employer responsibilities include the,following:*

ve,

'From: U S Department of Labor An About OSHA. (OSHA 2056). Washmgton, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977
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Be familiar with mandatory OSHA standards and make, copies available to employees for
review upon request .

Inform all-employees about OSHA.

Examine workplace conditions to make-sure they conform to applicable safety and he alth
standards.

Remove or guard hazards.

Make sure employees have and use safe tools and equipment (including-personal protec-
tive equipment). and that such equipment is properly maintained).

_

Use color codes. Posters. labels, or signs to warn* employees o.f potential hazards.
Establish or update operating procedures andcommunicate them so that employees follow
safety and health requirements for their own protection. ,

Provide medical examinations when required by OSHA standards.
Report to the nearest OSHA office, within 48 hours, the occurrence of any employment
accident which is fatal to one or more employees or which results in the hospitalization of
five or more employees.

Keep OSHA-required records of Work-related injur.ies and illnesses, and post the annual
summary Aring the entire month of February each year. (This applies to employers with
eight or more employees.)

Post, at a prominent location within the workplace, the OSHA poster (OSHA 2203) inform,
ing emPloyees of their rights and responsibilities. (In State's operatingOSHA-approved job
safety and health programs. ,the State's equivalent poster and/or OSHA 2203 may be re-
quired.)

Co'operate with the OSHA compliance officer by furnishing names of authorized employee
representatives who maybe asked to accompany the compliance officer during the inspec-
tion. (If none, the compliance officer will consult with a reasonable number of employees
concerning, safety and .health in the workplace.)

Not discriminate against einployees who properly exercise their rights under the Act.
Post OSHA citations of apparent violations of standards or af the general duty clause at or
near the worksite involved. Each citation, or copy thereof,,shall remain .posted until the
violation has been abated, or for 3 working days, whichever is longer.

Abate cited violations within the prescribed period.

Employers also have certain rights as set forth in the Occupational Safety and Health Act. These in-
clude the following:*

Seek advice and of f-isite consultation as needed by writing, calling, or Visiting the nearest
OSHA office. (OSHA will not inspect merely because an employer requests assistance.)
Beactive in your industry associalion's involvement in job safety and health.
Request_and receive pronc identification of the OSHA compliance officer prior to inspec-..tion of the workplace.

Be advised by the compliante officer of the reason for an iiispectim.
Have an opening and closing conference with the compliance officer._

'From. U S. Department of Labor. MI About OSHA. (OSHA 2056). Washington. DC. U.S. Government Printing Office. 1977.
_

S.

I)
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File a Notice of Contest with the nearest OSHA area director within 15 working days of

receipt of a notice of citation And proposed penalty.

Apply to OSHA for a temporary variance from a standard if unable to comply because of
the unavailability of materials, equipment, or personnel to make necessary changes within
the required time.
Apply to OSHA for permanent variance from a standard if you-can furnish proof that your
facilities or method of operation provide employee protection that is at least as effective as
that required by the standard.
Take an active.rolein developing job safety and health standards through participation in
OSHA Standards Advisory Committees, through nationally recognized standards setting
organizations, ,and through evidence and views presented in writing or at hearings.

, Avail yourself, if you are a small business einployer, Of long-term loans through the Small
Business Administration (SBA) to help bring your eStablishment into compliance, either
before or after an OSHA inspection.

Be assured of the confidentiality of any trade secret's observed by. an OSHA compliance offi-

cer during an inspection.

Employee Rights and Responsibilities
The most important thing that the Occupational Safety an d Health Act brings to you is the right to a

workplace free from health and safety hazards. To protect this right you have to fulfill certain respon-

sibilities. These responsibilities are:*

Read the OSHA poster at the jobsite.

Comply with all applicable OSHA standards.

Follow all employer safety and health rules an'd regulations, and wear or use prescribed pro-
tective equipment while engaged in work.

Report hazardous conditions to the supervisor.

Report any job-related-injury or illness to the employer, and seek treatment promptly.

Cooperate with OSHA compliance officer conducting an inspection if he or she inquires
about safety and health conditions in your workplace.

__Exercise your rights under the Act in a responsible manner.

Your specific safety and health rights are to:*

Review copies of any of the OSHA standards, rules, regulations, and requirements that the
employer should have aVailable at the workplace,

Request information from your emplOyer on safety and health hazards in the area, on pre-
cautions that may be taken, andpn procedures to be followed if an employee is involved in an

accident or exposed to toxic stbstances.

Request (in writing) the OSHA area director to conduct an inspection if you believe hazard-

,. ous c6nditions or violation of standards exist in your workplace.

Haveyour name withheld from your employer, upon request to OSHA, if you filea,written

and signed' complaint.

'Front U.S. Department of Labor. Ail About OSHA (OSHA. 2056). Washington. DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977.

Sir
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Be advised Of OSHA actiuns regarding your complaint and have an informal review, if'
requested, of 'any decision not to make an inspection or not to issue a citation.

, File a complaint to OSHA within 30 days if you believe you have been discriminated against.
discharged. demoted, or otherwise penalized because of asserting an employee right under
the Act, and be notified by OSHA of its determination within 90 days of filing.

Have the authorized employee representative where You work accompany the OSHA com-
pliance officer during the inspection toin.

Respond to questions from the OSHA compliance Officer, particularly if there is not
an authorized employee representative accompanying the compliance officer.

Obsen e any monitoring ur measuring of hazardous materials And have the right to access
to records on those materials, as specified under the Act.

Request a closing discussion with the compliance officer following an inspection.
,

Submit a written request to the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH), for information on whether any substance in your workplace .has potential toxic
effects in the concentrations Geing used, and have your name withheld from your employer
if you so request.

.

Object to the abatement period set in the citation issued to your employer by writing to the
OSHA area director within 15 working days of the issuance of the citation.
Be notified by your employer if he or she applies for a variance from'an OSHA standard,
testify.at a variance hearing, and appeal the final decision if you disagree with it.
Submit information or comment to OSHA on the issuance, modification, or revocation of
OSHA standards, and request a public hearing.

Feel free to exercise these rights without fear of punishment from your employer. That also is your right as
well as your responsibility to your own and fellow workers' safety and health.

Benefits for Occupational Illness or Injury

Despite the attempts uf OSHA and employers to protect workers. accidents still occur. If a worker
does become sick or disabled on the job, there are laws that provide benefits.

Each state, Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia have Workmen's Compensation Acts. In general,
these laws provide benefits to workers w hu incur v.ork-related injuries or illnesses. Laws typically provide
the following:

1. Payment of lost salaries and wages when an employee is unable to work.
2. Payment of medical expenses. ,..

..

3. Payments to dependents in case a death occur's.
,

4. Medical and vocational rehabilitation so that a disabled employee is able to return to work.
5. Incentives for preventing accidents.

Provisions of the Worknien's Compensation laws vary by state. Also, the types of jobs that are covered
are not the same for every State. Check with your employer and state labor department to find out the
types of benefits to which you are entitled.

A second law that provides befefits should you become disable:1 is the Social Security Act. Social
security is most well known for its retirement benefits. But social security also provides disability benefits.
If you are disabled because of accident or illness and unable to work, you can receive payments from your
social security account if you are eligible. You must have worked 5 of the previous 10 years to be eligible for
the benefits. Special provisions are made fur younger workers, blind people and people disabled from
childhood.
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Additional Information

N uu can look at the following Oublications for additional information on safety laws. For the most current

provisions of the laws, you should write or call your state lab& department or local Social Security Office.

U.S. Depanment of Labor. All About OSHA, OSHA 2056. Washington, DC:U.S. Government
'Printing Giffice, 1977, 0-251-202.

B. G. Gooch, L Carrier and J. Huck. Work: Pathway to Independence. Chicago, IL American

Technical Society, 1979.

National Safety CounciWccident Prevention Manual forindustrial Operations. Chicago, IL:

National Safety ColnciL 1974.

Self-Test Exercises

Answer the following questions and check your answer:t with those in the Appendix. lfyou answer four

of the items correctly, proceed with the Posttest in the Appendix. If you answer less than four items cor-

rectly, repeat your work in the chapter.

1. Which of the following laws provide money for accident prevention?

a. The Occupational Safety and Health Act
b. Workmen's CoMpensation Acts
c.. The Social Security Act

L List three of your responsibilities under the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

a.

b.
C.

3. What should you dO if you feel you are forced to work in an unsafe workplace?

Answer:

4. What are the three benefits provided by Workmen's Compensation laws?

a
b.
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, 6. 'Appendix

Self-Msessment Pretest Answers

1. Definition must include three factors:
a. Unexpected event; .

b. That interrupts work routine; and
c. Often causes injury or loss. ,

o

1 All accidents result from human action or inaction. Given proper consideration, human, situational
and environmental factors can be arranged to eliminate unsafe actions and conditions and thus avoid
accidents.

. ..
3. Unsafe conditions for moving materials would include any of the following:

a. Slick or uneven floor surface;
.

b. Cluttered pathway or storage area for materials; or
c. Confined space for transporting materials that prevents theeri from being moved using proper

techniques.

4. All five items should be checked as major on-the-job fire hazards.
5. It can be:

a. Too dark; .
b. Shadows;
c. Glring; or
d. Too bright.

6. In order to determine the cause and find ways to prevent it from reoccurring. ,.
7. Any two of the following:
84 a. Who was injured?
8. b. What caused the accident or injury?

c. Where did the accident or injury take place?
d. Which machines, tools and equipment were involved?.
e. When in the work process did the accident occur?
f. How serious is the injury and what part of the body was harmed?

9. To assure that everybody has a'safe wOrkplace.

10., Any three of the following:

a. Encourage employers and employees to improve safety and health.
b. Establish safety and health rights and responsibilitieS for employers and employees.
c. Establish reporting and recordkeeping procedures. .

d. Develop and enforce safety and health standards.
e. Encourage states. to asSume OSHA responsibilities.

11. a. Workmen's Compensation Laws
b. Social Security Act

li. d
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Se lf-Test Exercise Answers

Chapter 2: Safety: Roles.and Responsibilities

1. To perform and work in accord with your training.

2. Any three of the following:
a. Policy and Emphasis
b. Training
c. Awareness
d. Hazard Inspection
e. Sharing of Responsibility
f.4 Supervision
g.'Work Planning

3. Any four of the following:
a. Use.tight tool for job and do' so correctly
b. Practice good housekeeping in work area
c. Be cautious, avoid distraction and keep your mind on your work
d. Handle all materials carefully and appropriately
e. Watch out for fellow workers
f. Know and use specific safety rules and approved Jvork procedures

Chapter 3: Causes and Prevention of Accidents
1. Definition must include three factors:

a. Unexpected evem
b. That interrupts work routine; and
c. Often causes injury or Foss.

2. All accidents result from human action or inaction. Given proper considerations, Bazar& can be
eliminated or avoided by acting to do away with unsafe conditions and unsafe actions.

3. Any two of the following:
a. Pay attenttion to what you are doing
b. Notice hazards (report them)
c. Act to correct, remove or avoid hazards
d. Follow training specifications
e. Take safety seriously

4. Any three of the following items:
a. Keep floors clean, dry and free of trash.
b. Store materials in storage areas.
c. Clean and-straighten work area' at completion of each shift.
d. Provi'de false floors and _dry standing areas when "wet .processes are used in work.
e. Provide lockers for personal belongings.
1. Remove loose boards, protruding objects and holes in flooring.

5. Any three of the following items:
a. RotatiOns
b. Cutting or shearing
c, Inrunning nip points
d. Screw and worm mechanisms
e. Forming and bending mechanisms
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Chapter 4: Accident ReportineRecordkeeping

1. a. Determine and eliminate the cause of the injury and/or accident.
b. Assist in questions of insurance, productivity, compensation and litigation.
c. Call attention to safety issues and encourage worker safety.

2. Minor injuries can become major through infection and recUrrence. Also, reporting it will help
change the conditions to avoid future injury.

3. How, when and where the accident occurred.

Chapter 5: Safety Laws

1. a and b

2. Any three of the following:
a. Read the OSHA poster at jobsite.
b. Comply with all applicable' OSHA standards.
c. Follm all employer safety and health rules and regulations, and wear or use prescribed protective

equipment while engaged in work.
d. Report hazardous conditions to the supervisor.
e. Report any job-related injury or illness to the employer, and seek treatment prOgiptly.
f. Cooperation with OSHA compliance Officer conducting an inspection if he or she inquires about

safety and health conditions in your workplace.
g. xercise your rights under the Act in a responsible manner.

I Request the OSHA area director to conduct an inspection. File a complaint if you are discriminated
against.or penalized.

4. Any three of the, following:
a. Payment of salaries and wages.
b. Payment of medical expenses.

, A
c. Payments to dependents. "4,z

d. Medical and vocational rehabilitation. ?".'
;.e. Incentive's for preventing accidents.

Posttest

Directions: Answer the following questions. After completing all of the questions, check your answers
with the answers that follow. If you scare 90 percent or better, you have successfully completed Basic Safqy I.
If you scare less,, than 90- percent, repeat the portions of the module with which you had difficulty.

1. Define "accident."
Answer

2. Explain how accidents are preventable or avoidable.
Answer

3. How are unsafe actions and unsafe conditions alike?
Answer
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4. List five general safety rules th'at apply to every job.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

5. What is the most important reason for reporting an accident and/or injury?

Answer

6. In thinking about the what, who and when of accidents, list thee of the important questions you
should ask yourself about the facts you observed.

a

b.

7. What do health hazards cause?
Answer

8. In-general what are two of your major responsibilities in preventing accidents?

a.

b.

9. Name two common problems in using electricity:

a

b.

10. Suggest a corrective action for each of the following fire hazards:

a. Smoking; Remedy
b. Friction: Remedy

11. How should exits be marked?
Answer:

12. 'Which of the following is not an employer'sresponsibility under the Occupational Safety and Health

Act?
Keep records of work-related injuries.

b. Inspect the workplace using OSHA forms. on an-annual basis. <

c. Post the OSHA poster i ment location:
d. Remove or guard hazards.

13. If you file a complaint with OSHA, are you a le. to have your name withheld from your employer?

Answer:

14. List Three of your responsibilities under OSHA:

a.

b.

c.

15. How long must you have worked to be eligible for Social Security benefits?
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Posttest Answers

1. Definition must include three factors:
a. Unexpected event;
.b. That interrupts work routine; and
c. Often causes injury or loss.

2. Given careful'consideration, hazards can be eliminated or avoided.
3 Ultimately, unsafe.conditions and unsafe actions both are a result of human action or Inaction. Both

can be eliminated through human action.
Yon

4. List five of the following six rules (score 1 point for 2 icorrect; score 2 points for 5 correct):
a. Use right tool for job and use it correctly.
b. Practice good housekeeping in work area
c. Be cautio s, avoid distractions and keep your mind on yOur work.
d. Handle al materials carefully and appropriately.
e. Watc ou for fellow workers.
f. Know and use specific safety rules and approved work procedures.

5. ,To determine the cause of ihe accident and move to correct the situation to prevent it from hap-' pening again.

6. Any three of the following five questions (1 point for 1 correct, 2 points for 3 correct):
a. What was the injured person doing when the accident occurred?
b. Was the proper equipment being used, and used correctly?
c. Was there safety instruction and were there guidelines about tasks being performed?
d. What was the physical condition of the area in which the accident occurred?
e. Whal actions might prevent the accident-and/or injury in the future.

7. Illness

8. Any two of the following five Items:
a. Pay attention to Aat you are doing.
b. Notice hazards.
c. Act to correct, remove and avoid hazards.
d. Follow training specifications.
e. Take safety seriously.

9. Any two of the following items:
a. Overloaded circuits and Thorts.
b, Missing grounded plugs and/or fraYed insulation and/or improperly spliced wires.
c. Unmarked tools as to insulation or grounding.
d. Unguarded electrical equipment.
e. Conductor wires, cords or equipment in heavily trafficked area.

10. Smoking: Establish smoking areas and post "no smoking" signs.
Friction: Periodically check lubrication of bearings and shafts as well as the tension on belt drives.

11 They should be visible or should have arrows directing users to them; they should have signs with
letters at least six inches high; the signs should be illuminated.

12. b

13. Yes
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14 A'ny three of the following (count 1 point for first answer and, a second point for the next two
answers):

a. Read the OSHA poster at jobsite.
b. Comply with all applicable OSHA standards.
c. Follow all employer safety and health rules and regulations, and wear or use prescribed protective

equipment while engaged in work.
d. Report hazardous conditions tO the supervisor.
e. Report any job-related injury or illness to,the employer, arid seek treatment promptly.
f. Cooperate with OSHA compliance officer conducting an inspection if he or she inquires about

safety and health conditions in your workplace.
g. Exercise your rights,under.the Act in a responsible manner.

15. Five of the Orevious ,ten years.

Scoring:

Questions #1. 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 12, 13 and 15 each Count one (1) point.

Questi.ons #4, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 14 each count two (2) points, one for each of the two parts or asiddi-,
cated on the answer sheet.

You must score a minimum or18 points to complete your work in this.module successfully. If
necesSary,,remat your work in various chapters of the booklet.
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